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#EXOTICVOLUMES
The Haute Couture's 
imposing extravagance. 

For this Fall Couture 2021's edition, the large luxury 
brands are committed to expressing their identities 
through volumes in the least expected details.

How does bulkiness impact? Well, anyway. With the search 
for authenticity, innovation and optimism, luxury rms leave 
their mark in the Haute Couture's world or even some start 
in them, such as Balenciaga, with their rst Haute Couture 
collection designed by Demna Gvasalia. When it comes to 
the Maison, the volume is not a surprise detail. Well, the 
silhouettes with excesses of fabrics and shapes, this time 
extravagance in the maxi hats of elegant Parisian style stands 
out, which accompany the sophisticated outts that he 
proposes in his rst collection for this edition, with an ironic
and disruptive touch that has always characterized.

However, all designers are united by a quality in common: the reinvention of 
their aesthetics, the "changes", with codes that remain manifested in new ways. 
If we look at Iris Van Herpen's latest collection, the Dutch designer for the rst 
time shows similarity between skydiving and Haute Couture. In her collection 
"EarthRise", she dees the limits of reality with her main protagonist, Domitille 
Kiger, the paratrooper recognized for being a world eldwoman. The maximum 
volume expands through the air and the ethics is maintained, because in their 
outts the technological bers that have always characterized it remain, 3D 
prints and digital design merging two poles: that of sport's extreme durability 
and the delicate craftsmanship provided by Haute Couture.

Introducing ourselves to Italian luxury, eccentricity continues to be Schiaparelli world's motto with its surreal glamor in search of beauty's
new types that Daniel Roseberry proposes for the Maison. Without canons, this time there are no patterns from his previous collection such 
as the corset with marked abs, but rather, the volume is manifested in forms, outts and preponderant exotic details; On the other hand, 
Giambattista Valli dazzles with her exacerbated luxury, where now not only does the voluptuous volume stand out in the terminations of 
dresses, skirts or shoulders, but they also extend to the head area with maxi headdresses that due to their large size, they pretend to be one 
more garment. Its romantic shades such as pinks, whites and pastels continue to make Haute Couture a separate feminine world; In turn, 
luxury emblems are added to this proposal, such as Valentino in his recent Haute Couture presentation with Pierpaolo Piccioli at the helm,
who asked his guests to please come dressed in white... and the reason has been understood. A colorful, sophisticated collection with 
electric tones, where the exuberant volumes in hats and dresses with immense ared skirts with unique textures mainly stand out; Being 
Italy an inspiration's source, the Lebanese Zuhair Murad xes his gaze on the Venice carnival and turns it into show dresses, eccentric, 
magical and optimistic for its resurgence after losing much of his design workshop destroyed by the explosion in Beirut a while ago.

VIKTOR & ROLF

     IRIS VAN HERPEN

ZUHAIR MURAD

         ALEXANDER VAUTHIER                                                                   GIAMBATTISTA VALLI

SCHIAPARELLI

                   BALENCIAGA                                                                                                                                                               VALENTINO

Traveling to Paris, Viktor & Rolph take their volumes to the royalty's world, with a dazzling collection of queens that dates back to that of 
Russian dolls in 1999, with patchwork pieces to avoid waste and queen sashes. However, the message is deeper: the relationship of the 
hierarchies of historical times with the fashion system and its structures, in addition to asking ourselves what is real today in a world 
immersed by the digital age; In a contrary, elegant and sophisticated way, Alexander Vauthier's black colour empowerment is observed in 
all looks towards a 100% Parisian aesthetic, even predominating in a maxi detail from head to toe like a giant wing, marking the end of an 
era and the beginning of another, just as the world context offers us.

Different concepts towards the same end. Firms seek to reinvent themselves, innovate and go out into the world with a paradigm shift. 
Questioning and reection are expressed through fashion towards a deeper look, encouraging new visions that turn out to be a luxury for 
the catwalks. Reinvention makes their revival more outgoing, and there's no better strategy to prove it than volume at its nest.
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Chicago
Architecture.

.

Chicago is a city of firsts — and nowhere is this better seen than in its architecture. 
The site of the now demolished Home Insurance Building (1884 – 1885), credited 
as the world’s first skyscraper (at a diminutive 10 stories by today’s standards), 
you could write a book on the significance of the Chicago cityscape — which is 

why so many have.

By Sebastian Reyes

Wrigley Building
Seville Cathedral’s Giralda tower combined with French 

Renaissance details are the inspiration behind the Wrigley 
Building. Comprised of two towers of differing heights con-
nected by walkways, the building is clad in glazed terra-co-
tta, which makes its white façade gleam in the sunlight and 

evening floodlights. The south clock tower features clock faces 
of more than 19-feet in diameter, pointing in all four directions. 
Another striking feature of the building is the fact that, as you 
walk through the center doors, you find yourself in a secluded 

park area that overlooks the Chicago River. Which brings me to 
another reason to visit the Wrigley Building. It sits on the banks 

of the award-winning Chicago Riverwalk, one of the city’s
leading attractions. 

Marina City

If Marina City looks particularly familiar, it may be because 
you’re a Bob Newhart fan. The building featured prominent-
ly in the opening credits of the Bob Newhart Show. Located 

along the main branch of the Chicago River in downtown Chi-
cago, Marina City’s distinctive design features two cylindrical 
588-foot towers that bear a striking resemblance to corn cobs. 
At the time of its opening, this designated Chicago Landmark 
was the tallest residential building and tallest concrete struc-

ture in the world. Two notable features of the complex are 
the House of Blues and the luxury Hotel Chicago, a 354-room 

Marriott. On the marina level, you can rent a small electric 
boat and explore the Chicago River.

Aqua Tower

Bridging the gap between skyscraper and sculp-
ture, the Aqua Tower is located near the shores 
of Lake Michigan, and, as its name implies, is 

inspired by the movement and qualities of water. 
This shimmering multi-use edifice includes the 
luxury Radisson Blu Aqua Hotel. The design of 
the 80-story building connects strongly with the 
outdoors, with terraces that give it its distinctive 
undulating appearance. Also, a 82,550 sq ft (7,669 
m2) terrace features gardens, gazebos, pools, hot 
tubs, a walking/running track and a fire pit. The 

Aqua is the recipient of multiple awards and 
accolades, including the Emporis Skyscraper 

Award as 2009 skyscraper of the year.
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#LesEnfantsTerribles
JeanPaulGaultier x ChitoseAbe
A new legacy's beginning. 

Reinvention, reuse and innovation. The French rm's 
new collection for the Fall Couture 21/22 edition is a 
masterpiece designed 100% by Sacai's creative 
direction: a long-awaited collaboration towards an 
elegant rebellion.

"I really enjoy seeing what happens when a designer adopts  
another house's spirit." This is how Gaultier afrmed his 
positions regarding the new collection. We speak of a "New 
Gaultier" because the conservative structure is what gives a 
little is losing its focus: the designer since his last collection 
made more than a year ago in March 2020, conrmed a 
new pattern for his signature. From that moment, each 
collection will be designed in its entirety by a great designer 
admired by him, as a source of inspiration. Who starts this 
new path in the rm as Guest of honor was none other than 
the sublime French designer Chitose Abe, Sacai's creative 
director as well as being an admirer of Jean Paul.

For this situation, the designer reinvented iconic pieces of the rm with a predominance of exotic and new cuts, volume and transgressive 
punk's redenition that characterizes the Maison. Among them, the tailoring fabric is reinvented with asymmetric cuts in maxi skirts with 
volumes and transparencies, in relaxed jackets, in a total look with a quilted effect and even, in gloves that complement the outt, towards 
an arrogant and dense style; Madonna's tapered bra is reinvented in trench coats; the presence of tattoos designed by the tattooist and artist 
Dr. Woo in collaboration with this entire collection, where their patterns are repeated in most of looks, in textures, mainly in transparencies 
and tulle, even with relief on footwear, such as a latent quality throughout the concept; the presence of sharp rufes with their pointed ends, 
giving a more somber aspect to the enfant terrible; the denim's reinvention in total Gaultier looks; the reinvention of sailor textures in black 
tones with gold buttons, giving an empowered and dark image; the superpositions of eternal layers; the cut tartan is reinvented merging with 
leathers towards an underground style; the gathering in the center of all the silk looks that add that elegant touch to a completely rebellious 
look; the fusion of stale and old or recycled textures placed in an abrupt and disruptive way; a great variety of elegant dresses made from the 
most unexpected and exotic fusions; leaving the collection in the Chitose Abe's total hands was nothing more than a success, as it is like 
immersing yourself in a renewed mind of Jean Paul Gaultier where his codes persist.

This new Gaultier era had the presence of great artists. In addition to Chitose Abe as the momentary creative director and Dr. Woo's tattoos, 
the Maison had the special collaboration of Pierre Hardy in the design of the 31 shoes that were paraded on the catwalk.The abandonment 
of Ready-To-Wear to dedicate to Haute Couture is a great challenge, especially if it is governed by the predominant upcycling techniques in 
all looks. The designer claims that his parents they were very poor during the postwar period, and making from recycling was a salvation, in 
addition to fact that at the beginning of his career as a designer, he didn't have the necessary money. Therefore, creating new garments from 
others is a task that characterizes it.

Inviting a different designer for each collection is this new stage's motto in the designer's career. His freedom at the time of leaving the new 
editions that will be presented from now on in the hands of other masterminds, achieves these wonderful fusions that make a rened punk, 
a sophisticated rebellious spirit and an elegant provocation, which at rst glance is recognized as "the Gaultier legacy".

By: Jorgelina Lourdes Escalante Infante. / Instagram: @jorescalante_ 
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Sunset Shoot
In The Park

Photography: SheyiKreations Photography @sheyikreationsphotography
Model: Tatiana Adele @tatiana.adele
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AfroCentricBeauty
Photography: Kuro Blackk @kuro_blackk

Stylist: Shevare Perry @shevaretheartist and Chloe Crockett @chloeclothingco_
Stylist and Creative Director: AK Brown @akbrownstl @akbrownstudios

Models: Mariah Janaé @modelriahj and Jenell Potter @_jenellandrea
Make Up Artist: Danysha Greenlee @obsessedbeautymua

Hair Stylist: Canesha Henry @cjhbrand
Nail Artist: Mel Robinson @sonder.lush

OFF TOWN OFF TOWN
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Royals
Photography: Fercho Navarro @ferchophoto

Model: Sarahi Arellano @_sanear
Makeup Artist: Ivette Rivera @ivetteriverac

Fashion Designer: Raga @r.a.g.a_mx
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Transition
Pieces

Photography: Christie Goldstein @flash_and_flame
Model: Erika Molina @erimolinab

Makeup Artist: Camille Roark @camille_roark 
Fashion Designer: Adan Avila @_ad.ann_

“Ruby” dress,
an Ad’ann original

OFF TOWN OFF TOWN
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“Dahlia” dress and Fringe hat,
“BeBey”...An Ad’ann original
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“Dahlia” dress and Fringe hat,
“BeBey”...An Ad’ann original
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What To Do?
Photography: @iuliia_brunova_foto

Model: @aesthetics_yar Model Agency: @aestheticsmanagement 
Make Up Artist: @nikolaeva.vika_makeup
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Ilaria Puzone
Photography: Bruno Angelo Porcellana @brunoangeloporcellana

Model: Ilaria Puzone @ilariapuzone_
Assistant: @nonsolomodanews
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Ilaria Puzone
Photography: Bruno Angelo Porcellana @brunoangeloporcellana

Model: Ilaria Puzone @ilariapuzone_
Assistant: @nonsolomodanews
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total look ILAPZ
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total look ILAPZ
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Where To Stay
Soho House Berlin

Soho House Berlin is a stylish world unto 
itself, offering decadent interiors, excellent 
drinking and dining and a rooftop pool. 
Close to Alexanderplatz and Mitte, it’s con-
veniently central, and an ideal destination 
accommodation for those who enjoy fine 
design and an air of hip exclusivity.

Where To Eat
Nobelhart And Schmutzig

Nobelhart & Schmutzig is the fine dining 
restaurant that pioneered the local, sustai-
nable food movement in Berlin. Everything 
served comes from within a 125-mile radius, 
and staff will tell you a story about the far-
mer who grew your asparagus or will draw 
you a family tree for the animal on your 
plate (ok, maybe not). Instead of feeling 
overdone, it feels special and interesting, 
so sip your organic wine poured from a 
German vineyard’s priceless last stock, and 
just go with it. Everyone sits around a single 
long table that wraps around the open kit-
chen, making the atmosphere more relaxed 
than most fine dining spots.

Berliner Fernsehturm:
Berlin’s Television Tower

Tulum is full of cenotes—natural pools 
Despite celebrating its 50th anniversary in 
2020, the 368-meter-tall Berliner Fernse-
hturm (Berlin Television Tower) has lost 

none of its appeal to visitors to the city. Sin-
ce opening in 1970, Europe’s third-tallest 
freestanding structure has attracted over 60 
million visitors, most of them drawn for the 
spectacular views over Germany’s capital.

Originally constructed to mark the prowess 
of communism (it’s located in the former 
East Berlin district), the landmark can be 
picked out from pretty much every corner 
of the city, making it more significant as 
a symbol of the city’s reunification in the 

1980s.

Museum Island

If you’re looking to be near the water, but 
Sandwiched between the River Spree and 
the Kupfergraben in a 400-meter-long ca-
nal, Spree Island is better known as Mu-
seum Island (Museumsinsel), a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. Here, you’ll find many 
of the city’s oldest and most important mu-
seums, including the Old Museum (Altes 
Museum), built in 1830 to house the Crown 
Jewels and other royal treasures.

The New Museum (Neues Museum), des-
troyed during WWII, was rebuilt and ope-
ned again in 2009 as the home of extensive 
collections from the Egyptian Museum, the 
Papyrus Collection, and the Collection of 
Classical Antiquities.

The Old National Gallery (Alte National-
glerie), opened in 1876, displays Neoclassi-
cal sculpture and paintings from 1815-1848, 
as well as Impressionist and early Moder-
nist pieces. The Bode Museum houses a co-
llection of Byzantine art, as well as a large 
sculpture collection spanning from medie-
val times to the late 1700s.

Berlin,
Germany.

Berlin, the capital of Germany and the country’s largest city, is also a major center of politics, 
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Where To Stay
Soho House Berlin

Soho House Berlin is a stylish world unto 
itself, offering decadent interiors, excellent 
drinking and dining and a rooftop pool. 
Close to Alexanderplatz and Mitte, it’s con-
veniently central, and an ideal destination 
accommodation for those who enjoy fine 
design and an air of hip exclusivity.

Where To Eat
Nobelhart And Schmutzig

Nobelhart & Schmutzig is the fine dining 
restaurant that pioneered the local, sustai-
nable food movement in Berlin. Everything 
served comes from within a 125-mile radius, 
and staff will tell you a story about the far-
mer who grew your asparagus or will draw 
you a family tree for the animal on your 
plate (ok, maybe not). Instead of feeling 
overdone, it feels special and interesting, 
so sip your organic wine poured from a 
German vineyard’s priceless last stock, and 
just go with it. Everyone sits around a single 
long table that wraps around the open kit-
chen, making the atmosphere more relaxed 
than most fine dining spots.

Berliner Fernsehturm:
Berlin’s Television Tower

Tulum is full of cenotes—natural pools 
Despite celebrating its 50th anniversary in 
2020, the 368-meter-tall Berliner Fernse-
hturm (Berlin Television Tower) has lost 

none of its appeal to visitors to the city. Sin-
ce opening in 1970, Europe’s third-tallest 
freestanding structure has attracted over 60 
million visitors, most of them drawn for the 
spectacular views over Germany’s capital.

Originally constructed to mark the prowess 
of communism (it’s located in the former 
East Berlin district), the landmark can be 
picked out from pretty much every corner 
of the city, making it more significant as 
a symbol of the city’s reunification in the 

1980s.

Museum Island

If you’re looking to be near the water, but 
Sandwiched between the River Spree and 
the Kupfergraben in a 400-meter-long ca-
nal, Spree Island is better known as Mu-
seum Island (Museumsinsel), a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. Here, you’ll find many 
of the city’s oldest and most important mu-
seums, including the Old Museum (Altes 
Museum), built in 1830 to house the Crown 
Jewels and other royal treasures.

The New Museum (Neues Museum), des-
troyed during WWII, was rebuilt and ope-
ned again in 2009 as the home of extensive 
collections from the Egyptian Museum, the 
Papyrus Collection, and the Collection of 
Classical Antiquities.

The Old National Gallery (Alte National-
glerie), opened in 1876, displays Neoclassi-
cal sculpture and paintings from 1815-1848, 
as well as Impressionist and early Moder-
nist pieces. The Bode Museum houses a co-
llection of Byzantine art, as well as a large 
sculpture collection spanning from medie-
val times to the late 1700s.
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